ABSTRACT: Small pitch movement is known to characterize sadness in speech prosody. Small melodic interval sizes have also been observed in nominally sad music -at least in the case of Western music. Starting with melodies in the major mode, a study is reported which examines the effect of different scale modifications on the average interval size. Compared with all other possible scale modifications, lowering the third and sixth scale tones from the major scale is shown to provide an optimum or near optimum way of reducing the average melodic interval size for a large diverse sample of major-mode melodies. The results are consistent with the view that Western melodic organization and the major-minor polarity are co-adapted, and that the structure of the minor mode contributes to the evoking, expressing or representation of sadness for listeners enculturated to the major scale.
For Western-enculturated listeners, sadness has a long association with the minor mode. The association of the minor third and minor triad with sadness was already described in the sixteenth century by Zarlino (1558) . Experimental studies by Heinlein (1928) and Hevner (1935) show that the minor mode continues to evoke sad, dejected, or serious connotations for Western-enculturated listeners.
It is important to note that the minor mode is not solely associated with sadness. For Westernenculturated listeners, the minor mode is also associated with exoticism (especially "orientalism"; Said, 1978) , as well as passion and seriousness (Hevner, 1935) . When the minor mode is linked to Kraepelin's cluster of acoustic cues for sadness (low pitch, small pitch movement, quiet, slow, mumbled articulation), the resulting music has a strong tendency to exhibit a sad character. "Exceptions" to the minor sadness association appear to confirm the need for this cluster of features. For example, W.A. Mozart's popular "Rondo Alla Turca" can hardly be described as "sad" despite the prevalence of the minor mode. Similarly, the aria "He was Despised" from G.F. Handel's Messiah is widely regarded as very sad, despite the use of the major mode. However, the "Rondo Alla Turca" is fast-paced with relatively detached articulation; whereas "He was Despised" is slow and quiet. In short, it is difficult to identify exceptions to the minor sad association unless the music also violates one or more of the other acoustic features identified by Kraepelin as characteristic of sad speech prosody. Other challenges to the minor sad association can be found in the ethnomusicological literature. For example, scales similar to the Western harmonic minor can be found in traditional Balkan music and in various North African and Middle Eastern musics, without any accompanying association with sadness (Rice, 2004) .
Most music scholars now reject the notion that the minor scale is inherently sad, and attribute its sad connotations to learned associations. An early proponent of this view was Valentine (1913 Valentine ( /1914 , who proposed that Ivan Pavlov's recently-formulated concept of the conditioned reflex might account for the sad connotations evoked by the minor mode:
The general significance of the minor key for modern European ears is not due to an effect inherent in the relation of the notes in a minor interval, but is more probably the effect of association...with the custom of setting sad songs to minor keys (Valentine, 1913 (Valentine, /1914 .
In effect, Valentine proposed that the sad connotations of the minor mode originated in an early accidental pairing of sad lyrics with the minor scale. This association then provided a bootstrap for a self-sustaining cultural practice unique to Western European music-making.
This view implies that the association of the minor mode with sadness is arbitrary or random. For example, the view implies that, with a different history, it might well have been the major mode that formed a learned association with sadness whereas the minor mode formed a learned association with happiness. Without suggesting that there is anything inherent about either the major or minor modes, and without suggesting that the connotations of the minor mode are anything other than culture-bound, in the study that follows, our data will suggest that the relationship between the major and minor modes may not be arbitrary.
If the minor mode tends to be used to express or represent sadness for some listeners, then we might expect to observe an association between the minor mode and those acoustic characteristics of sad speech prosody identified by Kraepelin. That is, if the minor mode is commonly involved in the expression of sadness, we might expect that, compared with major-mode music, music in the minor mode is typically: (1) lower in overall pitch, (2) employs small pitch movements, (3) is quieter, (4) entails "mumbled" articulation (e.g., legato), and (5) exhibits a slower tempo.
The results of several correlational studies are consistent with these conjectured associations. For example, Huron (2008) calculated the average melodic interval size for nearly 10,000 Western classical instrumental themes and found that the average interval size is slightly smaller for themes written in the minor mode compared with themes written in the major mode. As small pitch movements are found in sad speech prosody, one might speculate that small melodic interval sizes might also contribute to the perception of sadness--at least for Western-enculturated listeners.
One might suppose that many factors contribute to the size of melodic intervals in music. One factor is the scale itself. A pentatonic scale, for example, might encourage larger average melodic intervals than the major scale merely because there are fewer scale tones per octave. Consider, by way of illustration, the pentatonic scale consisting of the pitch classes C, D, E, G and A. For each pitch-class pairing, we might calculate the minimum interval size in semitones (e.g., CD = 2, CE = 4, CG = 5, CA = 3, DE = 2, etc.). [1] If all pitch transitions were equally probable, then the average interval class for random pitch sequences in the common pentatonic mode would be 3.60 semitones. By contrast, if all pitch-class transitions were equally probable, then the average interval class for random pitch sequences in the major mode would be 3.43 semitones. Of course, in real music, not all pitch transitions are equally probable, so the actual average interval size will depend on the nature of the melodic organization.
Rather than presuming that all pitch transitions are equally likely, in this study, we employ the pitch transitions found in actual melodies. We will then explore the influence of scale structure on average interval size. Specifically, we will begin with the major scale and make systematic pitch modifications; for each modification we determine its effect on the average interval size for a sample of melodies. Our goal is to determine which scale modifications most reduce the average melodic interval size. If smaller interval sizes are robust acoustic cues for sadness, one might expect that the scale modification that results in the smallest average interval size would also tend to most contribute to the perceived sadness of a melody.
To anticipate our results, we will see that among the optimum modifications to the major scale, lowering the third and sixth scale tones--as in the harmonic minor scale--provides one of the best means for reducing the average melodic interval size. That is, the results are consistent with the idea that transposing a major-mode melody to the harmonic minor scale is among the very best pitch-related transformations that can be done to modify a major-mode melody in order to render a sad affect. Skeptics are likely to view this result as too good to be true. Accordingly, in the final Discussion, we will consider and identify the statistical properties of Western major-mode melodies that are the proximal cause of this striking result.
METHOD
In brief, our method can be best understood by describing the following hypothetical scenario. Suppose a composer has created several melodies in the major mode, and wants to transform these melodies so that they sound sadder. Research in speech prosody suggests that making the melodic intervals smaller will contribute to the perceived sadness. Rather than merely compressing all of the melodic intervals, our composer wishes to achieve a smaller average interval size by modifying the pitches of the major scale. Are there pitch modifications that can be made to the major scale that will, on average, transform most melodies so that the average melodic interval is smaller?
Our method involved assembling three contrasting samples of melodies in the major mode, calculating the average melodic interval size for each melody, and then determining whether the average interval size increases or decreases for different scale modifications. In this study, we will limit ourselves to modifications of the Western diatonic major scale. In principle, the same method could be applied to any scale from any culture--and so the potential cross-cultural generality of the hypothesis might be tested.
In modifying the pitch of a scale tone, one consideration is the amount of modification. In the case of the Western equally-tempered pitch set, the smallest modification would be a semitone. Larger modifications are possible, but they risk potential perceptual confusions. Obviously, if we were to raise the second scale degree (supertonic) by 2 semitones the resulting scale tone would be indistinguishable from the third scale degree (mediant). It is therefore unlikely that the resulting pitch would be heard as a "modified supertonic." In the major scale, any modification greater than one semitone will lead to such confusions. Moreover, even in the case of semitone modifications, there are four changes that will also lead to similar scale-degree confusions: raising the third scale tone, lowering the fourth scale tone, raising the seventh scale tone, and lowering the tonic. A further restriction is that the tonic pitch remains fixed: one might reasonably argue that changing the tonic will cause the scale to be perceived as an entirely different scale rather than as a modified version of some original. For similar reasons, we will avoid modifying more than half of the scale tones at a time. That is, we will consider only modifying up to three scale tones. We conjecture that listeners would tend to hear four or more modified pitches as an entirely different scale--rather than a modified major scale. Accordingly, we will limit ourselves to one, two or three pitch modifications of just one semitone; we will avoid modifying the tonic, and we will exclude from consideration those semitone modifications that result in pitches equivalent to other scale tones.
Intuitively, one might suppose that lowering one or another scale tone might tend to result in smaller melodic intervals. However, this is not necessarily the case. Lowering a scale tone might well result in larger average melodic intervals. If, in some hypothetical culture, all of the scale tones occurred with equal probability and the successions of different scale tones were randomly ordered, then modifying one of the scale tones would have no effect on the average interval size. Figure 1 illustrates this effect for a hypothetical five-note scale. In this case, the third tone has been lowered. Notice that intervals such as 1-3 and 2-3 will be smaller; however, the intervals 3-4 and 3-5 will be larger in size. In this case, it is not clear that lowering the third scale tone would have any effect whatsoever on the average interval size for melodies employing this scale.
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Fig. 1. Effect of pitch modification for a hypothetical five-note scale. Lowering the third scale tone (lower image) causes intervals such as 1-3 and 2-3 to be smaller, whereas intervals 3-4 and 3-5 are larger. If all pitches occur with equivalent frequency and all pitch transitions are equally likely, then modifying a scale tone should have no overall effect on the average interval size.
In real music, however, scale tones are not equally common, and some tone successions occur much more frequently than others. Figure 2 shows the probability of different scale-tone successions for a large sample of Germanic folk melodies in the major mode (from Huron, 2006) . The width of each arrow is proportional to the probability that one tone is followed by another. Pitch transitions whose probabilities are less than 0.015 are not indicated. Notice that there is considerable variability in the likelihood of different tone successions. For example, the third and fourth scale tones are closely linked. In the case of the seventh scale tone, there is a much stronger connection to the first scale tone (7-1) than to the sixth tone (6-7). In fact, there is so little movement between 6 and 7 that the probability falls below the 0.015 threshold needed to draw a line connecting them. In the major scale, if we were to lower the seventh scale tone by one semitone, the distance between 6 and 7 would be reduced, but the distance between 7 and 1 would be increased. Since alternations between 7 and 1 are more common than between 6 and 7, the likely consequence of lowering the seventh scale tone would be to increase the average melodic interval size.
Given the fact that some scale tones are more common than others, and that some successions between scale-tones occur more frequently, modifying the pitch of a given tone might well be expected to influence the average melodic interval size for common melodies, unlike the neutral situation illustrated in Figure 1 . Accordingly, we will systematically modify the different scale tones and measure the effect on the average interval size for samples of real major-mode melodies. In order to pursue this approach, we must first identify a suitable sample of melodies. 
SAMPLE
Since we are interested in melodic intervals, we restricted our musical sample to single-line melodies and themes. For this study, only melodies in the major mode were used. Creating a "representative" sample of music in the major mode raises significant challenges. Instead of attempting to create a broadly representative sample, we proposed to examine three subsamples, each exhibiting a different set of stylistic properties and biases. Specifically, our three subsamples included: 1) 151 major-mode national anthems including countries such as Albania, Colombia, North Korea, Palau and Zimbabwe. Although the anthems originate from different cultures, they all share a basically Western-European musical template which includes the tendency to employ the major scale. This sample was selected from a longer list of 195 national anthems. Roughly 20 anthems were deemed to be not clearly in the major mode and so were excluded from the sample. In addition, in order to minimize the potentially confounding effect of modulation, anthems longer than 50 measures in length were excluded. According to this latter criterion another 20-odd anthems were eliminated.
2) 935 randomly selected major-mode instrumental themes from the Barlow and Morgenstern Dictionary of Musical Themes (Barlow & Morgenstern, 1948) . This collection includes themes from the period-of-common-practice Western art-music literature with a bias towards orchestral works from the 19th century.
3) 103 major-mode works from a collection of songs most well-known to residents of the United States, including such songs as "Jingle Bells," "Happy Birthday," "Three Blind Mice," "Frosty the Snowman," "Yankee Doodle," "Mary Had a Little Lamb," and "Auld Lang Syne."
Although we would not claim that our sample of major-mode melodies is representative of Western music-making in general, our three samples includes both instrumental and vocal works, music of European and American origin, art-music and popular styles, music spanning a period of roughly four centuries, and instances of music from a genre that spans many countries. The sample also includes whole melodies and shorter thematic statements. It should be noted that the average passage lengths differ for the Empirical Musicology Review Vol. 7, No. 3-4, 2012 three samples. For the national anthems, the average length was 104 notes; for the American songs, the average length was 53 notes; and for the Barlow and Morgenstern instrumental themes, the average length was 20 notes. In general, effect sizes are likely to be smaller for the shorter sampled passages. All of the musical materials were encoded in a computer database and were processed using the Humdrum Toolkit (Huron, 1995) . In total, our sample represents passages from some 1,189 individual works involving roughly 40,000 notes. In carrying out our analyses, we will report separate results for each of the three samples.
PROCEDURE
For each work in the three samples, the average melodic interval size was measured only for immediately consecutive tones. No intervals were calculated for tones separated by a rest. Figure 3 illustrates the measurement method for the beginning of "Mary Had a Little Lamb." Figure 3a shows the original (unmodified) song in C major. The overall average interval size is indicated below each example. Figure 3b shows what happens when the third scale tone (E) is lowered by one semitone. Five intervals are affected, and the overall average interval size is reduced slightly. Fig. 3a shows the original (unmodified) song in C major. The overall average interval size is indicated below each example. Fig. 3b shows what happens when the third scale tone (E) is lowered by one semitone.
In interpreting the results, readers should bear in mind the four restrictions imposed in our simulations:
(1) pitch modifications of only one semitone, (2) tonic remains unmodified, (3) modifications that result in pitches equivalent to other scale tones are avoided, (4) no more than three pitch modifications.
RESULTS

One-Pitch Manipulations
In our first simulation, we modified a single scale-tone by either raising or lowering it by one semitone. With seven scale tones there would nominally be 14 possible up/down modifications, however, with our imposed restrictions that number drops to 9. Once again, we avoided modifying the tonic, raising the 3rd or 7th scale tones, and lowering the 4th scale tone. After making the appropriate scale modification, we recalculated the average melodic interval size for each of the 1,189 passages in our musical sample. For each sampled passage, the average interval size for the modified scale was compared with the average interval size for the original major-mode version. The modified passage can then be classified as exhibiting either a smaller average interval size, a larger average interval size, or no change in interval size. We could have amalgamated all of the melodies together and compared the means of the interval distributions for the modified and unmodified melodies. However, we a priori elected to treat each melody as a single observation in order to maximize data independence. Table 1 identifies the effect on average interval size for each of the scale modifications according to the three different musical samples. Numerical values represent the percentage of melodies exhibiting smaller average interval size for the given scale modification--excluding those melodies for which the modification had no effect on the average interval size. For example, suppose that a given modification produced 35 melodies whose average interval size decreased, 65 melodies whose average interval size increased, and 25 melodies whose average interval size did not change. Discarding the unchanged melodies, 35% of the remaining melodies exhibited a decrease in the average melodic interval. Values Empirical Musicology Review Vol. 7, No. 3-4, 2012 around 50% suggest that the modification has little appreciable effect on interval sizes. Values larger than 50% suggest that the modification tends to cause melodies to have a smaller average interval size than the unmodified major-mode version. The right-most column (Average) provides a summary result for all three samples, where all samples are weighted equally. As can be seen in Table 1 , the greatest decrease in average interval size occurs when scale degree 6 is lowered by one semitone: 68.0% of major-mode passages exhibit smaller average interval sizes when this scale modification is made. The second greatest decrease (60.3%) occurs when scale degree 3 is lowered. 
Two-Pitch Manipulations
Tables 2a-c report the results of our second simulation in which two pitches were concurrently modified. Separate tables are provided for each of the three musical samples. Note that these results need not echo the results of the one-pitch manipulations since changing two pitches at the same time causes complex interactions to occur. Once again, results are reported as the percent of melodies exhibiting a smaller average interval size for the given scale modification--excluding those melodies for which the modification had no effect on the average interval size. Table 2d provides numerical averages for Tables 2a-c. As can be seen, the greatest effect occurs when the 3rd and 6th scale tones are concurrently lowered by one semitone: 68.0% of major-mode passages exhibit smaller average interval sizes when these scale modifications are made. The second largest effect (63.6%) occurs when the lowered 6th scale is linked with a raised 2nd scale tone. The third largest effects (60.7) occur with raised 2 and raised 5. 
Three-Pitch Manipulations
Tables 3a-c report the results of our third simulation in which three pitches were concurrently modified. Table 3d provides numerical averages for Tables 3a-c. Two scale modifications tie for exhibiting the greatest effect on reducing the average melodic interval size: (1) lowered 2, 3 and 6, and (2) lowered 3 and 6 with raised 5 (both at 62.9%). The second largest effect (58.9%) occurs with lowered 3, 6, and 7. The third largest effect (57.6%) occurs with lowered 6 and 7, with raised 2. Vol. 7, No. 3-4, 2012 
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DISCUSSION
Since the percentages reported in Tables 1, 2 and 3 were all calculated using the same method, we can compare the values between tables. If we ask, of all the 1-, 2-or 3-tone modifications examined in this study, which produced the greatest proportion of passages exhibiting smaller average melodic interval sizes, the answer is a tie: (1) lowering the sixth scale tone alone, and (2) lowering the third and sixth scale tones concurrently. Notice that the summary percentages for three-pitch modifications are generally lower than for one-and two-pitch modifications. That is, modifying three pitches does not appear to produce a more effective way of reducing average melodic intervals compared with either one-or two-pitch modifications. By way of summary, for melodic passages in the major mode, those scale modifications that most reduce the average melodic interval size involve either lowering the 6th scale tone, or lowering the 3rd and 6th scale tones. Musicians will recognize the latter modification as the harmonic minor scale-the most common form of the minor mode. If (as the speech prosody research suggests) small pitch movement is associated with conveying or representing sad affect, and if a Western-enculturated musician aims to modify a major-mode melody so that it conveys or represents sadness, then it appears that lowering the third and sixth scale tones is likely to provide an optimum, or near optimum, solution.
Why?
Skeptics are likely to view the above results as too good to be true. Why, one might ask are the lowered third and sixth scale tones so effective in reducing the average melodic intervals for major-mode melodies? The answer is evident in Figure 2 which summarizes the probabilities for different scale-degree successions. The sixth scale degree has a strong affinity for the fifth scale degree. At the same time, the seventh scale degree has a strong affinity for the tonic. Lowering 6 reduces the distance between 5 and 6. Normally, this effect would be offset by the increased distance between 6 and 7, however, since there is relatively little activity between 6 and 7, the reduced melodic distance is not entirely offset by the increased distance between 6 and 7.
In the case of the third scale degree, there is more activity between 3 and 2 than there is between 4 and 3. In addition, there is more activity between 3 and 1 than between 5 and 3. Together, these asymmetries mean that lowering the third scale tone produces more smaller intervals than larger intervals. Since the asymmetry is greatest for 5-6 and 6-7, lowering 6 has a greater impact than lowering 3. In short, the results of our computationally intensive simulations may already have been inferred from the raw statistical probabilities of scale-degree transitions for major-mode melodies. Said another way, the apparent effectiveness of the harmonic minor mode in reducing melodic interval sizes can be directly attributed to the statistical properties of major-mode melodies themselves.
CONCLUSION
In this study we have sought to explain one small aspect of how sad affect may be represented or conveyed to Western-enculturated listeners. Existing perceptual research suggests that small pitch movement is associated with sad affect in speech and other auditory stimuli. By modifying one, two, and three pitches for major-mode melodies and comparing the average interval sizes to the unmodified versions, we were able to calculate which modifications could best contribute to reducing the overall melodic interval size, and so potentially contribute to the melody's ability to convey or portray sadness.
For single-note modifications, we found that lowering the sixth scale degree provided the best choice for reducing the overall average interval size. The lowered sixth was followed closely by the lowered third. The reason why these scale tones have such a marked impact on average interval size arises from common scale-degree patterns in major-mode melodies. Specifically, the proximal cause is the relative absence of melodic "traffic" between 6 and 7, along with a preponderance of melodic traffic between 6 and 5 and between 3 and 2.
Two-note modifications produce many complex interactions. Nevertheless, we found that simultaneously lowering the third and sixth scale degrees produced an optimum or near optimal effect in reducing the average melodic interval size for our sample of major-mode melodies. Of course, these modifications result in the common harmonic minor scale.
Three-note modifications produced a somewhat more complicated picture. The natural minor was not the most effective modification in lowering the average interval size. None of the three-pitch modifications proved as effective as either the one-pitch modification of lowering 6, or the two-pitch modification of lowering 6 and 3.
In general, the results replicate Huron (2008) who calculated the average melodic interval size for nearly 10,000 Western classical instrumental themes and found that the average interval size is slightly smaller for themes written in the minor mode compared with the major mode. However, the current study extends the earlier work by demonstrating that the harmonic minor mode represents an optimum or near optimum transformation for major-mode melodies if the aim is to minimize average melodic interval size. Vol. 7, No. 3-4, 2012 
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Caveats
It is important to place the results of this study in appropriate context. First, as can be seen from Tables 1-3 , there is considerable variability in the results between the three musical samples. Since the melodic passages used in our study do not necessarily constitute a representative sample of Western major-mode melodies, the generalizability of the results remains uncertain. Second, the results reported here say nothing about the relationship between the major and harmonic minor scales per se. Rather, the results depend on the structure of major-mode melodies. It is not that the minor and major scales are co-adapted for contrasting sad and non-sad expression. Instead, it is that the harmonic minor mode is well adapted to major-mode melodies for contrasting sad and non-sad expression. Third, our results say nothing about the historical relationship between the major and minor modes. For example, the results should not be viewed as suggesting that the major scale arose first, and then the harmonic minor scale grew out of this, or that the existence of the minor mode ultimately reshaped major-mode melody-writing so as to enhance the intervallic contrast. Fourth, although it is possible that the major and harmonic minor scales have some sort of "natural" origin, the results in this study cannot be interpreted as demonstrating any natural origin for either scale. Fifth, it is important to recognize that this study has addressed only one factor known to contribute to auditory-related sadness for Western-enculturated listeners. In addition to smaller pitch movement, other factors known to contribute to sad affect include quieter dynamic level (e.g., Turner & Huron, 2008) , slower tempo (e.g., Post & Huron, 2009) , darker timbre and more legato articulation (e.g., Schutz, Huron, Keeton, & Loewer, 2008) , and lower than normal pitch (e.g., Huron, 2008; Huron, Yim, & Chordia, 2010) . Transposing a passage from major to minor mode is not, in itself, sufficient to evoke, express, or represent a sad affect (e.g., Ladinig & Huron, 2010) . Nevertheless, for Western-enculturated listeners, transposition to the minor mode has a strong likelihood of making a passage sound sadder (Heinlein, 1928; Hevner, 1935) .
Having shown that the harmonic minor scale is among the optimum transformations for reducing the average interval size for major-mode melodies, one might ask whether a reverse relationship is also evident. That is, suppose one assembled a sample of minor-mode melodies and posed the question: what modifications to the minor scale would most increase the average interval size for minor-mode melodies? Is the major mode an optimum scale for increasing the melodic interval size of minor-mode melodies--and so for transforming a nominally sad melody into a more joyful or happy passage? We did not pursue this reverse test because of difficulties assembling a sample of melodies that are unambiguously in the minor mode. Even short melodies (such as Greensleeves) commonly exhibit mixed major-and minor-mode passages. In addition, minor-mode melodies often employ melodic minor contours in which the 6th and 7th scale tones are treated differently in ascending and descending contexts. In principle, a future research project could establish a systematic method for handling the various distinctive properties and exceptions found in minor-mode melodies.
The phenomenon apparent in this study may or may not be limited to Western culture. In principle, the cultural generality or cultural specificity of this effect can be empirically tested (cf. Moore, 2008) . If, in some non-Western culture, there exists an association where one mode is linked to "sadness" and another mode is not so linked, then the conjecture of cultural generality can be tested by measuring the effect on average interval size when musical lines in one mode are modified to conform to the other. Failing to show such an effect would suggest that the relationship identified in our study is specific to Western culture. Although the results of such a test might invite speculation, a scholarly approach would warrant actual empirical study .
[2]
NOTE
[1] Among music theorists, these minimum interval measures are referred to as interval classes (Rahn, 1980) . For any pair of pitch-classes, the corresponding interval-class ignores pitch direction, collapses octave and compound (supra-octave) intervals into their sub-octave equivalents, and also treats inversions as equivalent.
[2] An earlier version of this study was published as Huron & Davis (2010) . Vol. 7, No. 3-4, 2012 
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